Stylistics for Text Retrieval in Practice has met during SIGIR 2006. With participants from both academia and industry, the workshop spurred interesting discussions on the future of stylistics, its practical uses, and "killer app". The papers presented varied from customer feedback evaluation systems to automatic speech generation.
Submissions
The presentations in this workshop encompassed authorship attribution [1, 3, 6] , customer review evaluation [4, 5] , and speech [2] . Akiva et al. presented "a system for insight retrieval out of web pages using style factors for profile and tone classification", and demonstrated that style features compounded with profile and tone information provides the best results for intelligence [1] . Alias et al. presented a text-to-speech system that can generate natural sounding speech in different "speech styles", or moods [2] . Galitsky et al. presented a "Complaint Engine" suit for mediating consumer disputes. The broad range of applications discussed at this meeting demonstrated the relevance of stylistics to a variety of applications. Participants discussed the possibility of expanding their stylistic research to closely related TREC tasks and to the Digital Humanities communities.
Answers?
The question that proved easiest to answer was the question on sharing resources. The participants decided to establish a common data and related work repository to serve both the current community and the future entrants of the field.
In answer to the question on cross-linguality and universality, several of the participants demonstrated technology that was mainly language-independent: in spite of the highly language specific instantiations of feature sets, the feature bundles and dimensions of variations were mostly defined in general terms, readily transferable from one language to another for documents that are within the same genre. This, of course, begs further questions; however, the general sense of the workshop participants is that the techniques and features used are generalizable.
The style features that proved most useful varied with the task. The participants demonstrated systems that took advantage of both conventional and idiosyncratic features, including both linguistic knowledge and surface features. The tasks focused on different types of analysis: obtaining knowledge about text [2] and author [1, 3, 4, 6] , and extracting opinions and review information from text [5] .
This led us to the question "What is a meaningful killer app?" -the main challenge question of the workshop -which remains unanswered. Several different applications were demonstrated at the workshop and many more mentioned. Given the varying applications, technologies, and research backgrounds of the participants, no single answer could be established. The resolution of this issue will be deferred to future events!
